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REF. VAL7316

€499,000 House / Villa - Sold
4-bedroom house with 450m² garden for sale in Puzol, Valencia
Spain »  Valencia »  Los Monasterios »  46530

4
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

550m²
Built size  

1,032m²
Plot size  

75m²
Terrace  

450m²
Garden

+34 960 077 790 valencia@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Hernán Cortés 28, Valencia, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

Incredible opportunity to renovate this property for sale
in one of the best areas of Monasterios, Valencia.

Fabulous opportunity to create the house of your dreams located in one of the best
and quietest areas of Monasteries. This house, with an impressive mature garden, a
distinctive character and high quality construction, is located a few steps from the
country club, in a cul-de-sac and surrounded by greenery.

The house revolves around a large terrace facing the garden, with direct access to the
living room and dining room, which are adjacent and just a few steps from the
kitchen. This floor has a laundry area, service bedroom, a guest bedroom and a
complete bathroom.

On the upper floor is the sleeping area, which has 2 double bedrooms served by a
large bathroom, and the master bedroom with private bathroom and dressing area.

The property is completed with a large basement, with natural light, games room or
multipurpose, in addition to the 2-car garage. Magnificent opportunity to create the
house of your dreams at a competitive price.

lucasfox.com/go/val7316

Garden, Terrace, Private garage,
Natural light, Parking, Alarm, Balcony,
Barbecue, Built-in wardrobes, Exterior,
Fireplace, Heating,
Near international schools, Security,
To renovate, Utility room, Views
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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